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Stunt Boy and His Amazing Wonder Dog Blindfold*

Fangirl*

Lollie Barr

Rainbow Rowell

He's a boy who does stunts. "Someone was out to get my
dad. Everyone said it was an accident but I didn't believe
them, not even for a second..." and Stunt Boy is going to
prove it. With his amazing wonder dog Blindfold and his
best friend Benny, Stunt Boy has to find out who is trying to
sabotage their Stoked Stunt Circus and close it down
forever! He's got some very big suspicions already... But
first, they need a new headline act to bring back the big
crowds to Stoked Stunt Circus. When teenage motorbike
superstar Caleb Calloway says he will help them, Stunt Boy
is elated. But who can Stunt Boy really trust?

Pan Australia • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781742613673

$14.99

Tomorrow, When the War Began: Tomorrow Series 1*
John Marsden

Pan Australia • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

$18.99

The Dark Wild

9781447263227

$16.99

Tomorrow, When the War Began: Tomorrow Series 1*
Includes 24 copies x ISBN 9781743519943 Tomorrow,
When the War Began

Pan Australia • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9789991312019

$455.76

Amy and Matthew

Piers Torday

Cammie McGovern

In a world where animals no longer exist, twelve-year-old
Kester Jaynes sometimes feels like he hardly exists either.
Locked away in a home for troubled children, he's told
there's something wrong with him. So when he meets a
flock of talking pigeons and a bossy cockroach, Kester
thinks he's finally gone a bit mad. But the animals have
something to say...The pigeons fly Kester to a wild place
where the last creatures in the land have survived. A wise
stag needs Kester's help, and together they must embark
on a great journey, joined along the way by an overenthusiastic wolf-cub, a spoilt show-cat, a dancing harvest
mouse and a stubborn girl named Polly. The animals saved
Kester Jaynes. But can Kester save the animals?

Quercus • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781782064855

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

John Marsden

Somewhere out there Ellie and her friends are hiding.
They're shocked, they're frightened, they're alone. Their
world has changed, with the speed of a slamming door.
They've got no weapons - except courage. They've got no
help - except themselves. They've got nothing - except
friendship. How strong can you be, when the world is full of
people trying to kill you? Tomorrow, When the War Began
is the first book in the bestselling series that has been
translated and published all over the world. It is the book
that started the series that became the legend...

9781743519943

Cath and Wren are identical twins, and until recently they
did absolutely everything together. Now they're off to
university and Wren's decided she doesn't want to be
one half of a pair any more - she wants to dance, meet
boys, go to parties and let loose. It's not so easy for Cath.
She's horribly shy and has always buried herself in the
fan fiction she writes, where she always knows exactly
what to say and can write a romance far more intense
than anything she's experienced in real life. Without
Wren Cath is completely on her own and totally outside
her comfort zone. She's got a surly room-mate with a
charming, always-around boyfriend, a fiction-writing
professor who thinks fan fiction is the end of the civilized
world, a handsome classmate who only wants to talk
about words . . .

$18.99

Amy is unflinchingly honest about her limitations. Born
with cerebral palsy, she can't walk or talk without help.
But trapped inside this uncooperative body lies a brilliant
mind and a luminous spirit - a girl capable of truly loving
and worthy of being loved in return. Matthew has his own
set of challenges - a mind consumed by unwanted
repeated thoughts, obsessive rituals and a crippling fear
that he can't explain. But underneath all of the anxiety
lies a deep seed of hope for someone to come along who
believes in him... This is the story of Amy and Matthew. It
may not be a fairy tale romance or set in an imagined
world far from our own. But the love they share is real.
And yes, there's magic in it.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447239000

$14.99

The Raven Queen

A Kiss in the Dark

Che Golden

Cat Clarke

Maddy and her cousins are ready for battle. War in the
faerie realm threatens to spill into the human world. The
three cousins are determined to protect all they love from
the Tuatha, the fearsome faerie leaders. As the Morrighan,
the supreme monarch of the Tuatha, awakes, Maddy
realises she's going to need more than just physical
strength and luck to survive. The Tuath are notorious
tricksters, and Maddy will have to outsmart them for good or else plunge two whole worlds into the darkest chaos.

Quercus • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780857383815

$16.99

The Cuckoo

Quercus • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781780870472

$16.99

Knowing Joey Field

Gary Crew

Pauline Luke

Martin is the runt of his family. Without a mother to protect
him, his overbearing father and brothers reject him. Aided
by the self-sacrifice of loving friends, Martin finds the
courage to fight for personal fulfilment.

Ford Street Publishing • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781925000177

When Alex meets Kate the attraction is instant. Alex is
funny, good-looking, and a little shy - everything that Kate
wants in a boyfriend. Alex can't help falling for Kate, who is
pretty, charming and maybe just a little naive . . . But one
of them is hiding a secret, and as their love blossoms, it
threatens to ruin not just their relationship, but their lives.

$29.95

Moving is never easy, and Matt and Stephie soon learn
that life in Moody Bay is something else again. Matt is
befriended by outsider Joey Field, who is believed to have
"the gift" of seeing things, and Stephie's new best friend is
the sister of the school bully! Is there any truth in the tales
of sunken treasure? And who is behind the spate of
increasingly violent robberies and break-ins?

Brolga • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781922175403

$16.99

The Gruffalo Play

Holidays Sticker Book: Star Paws

Julia Donaldson

Macmillan Children's Books

The Gruffalo is an internationally bestselling picture book,
a popular stage show, a BAFTA and Oscar-nominated
animation - and now the story has been adapted into a fun
and accessible play script by Julia Donaldson. Ideal for
children to use as a school play or at home, the play book
has been designed with rehearsals and performance in
mind. A clear layout and colour-coding for each character
will help children to follow their lines and join the action
with ease. The book also contains a hints and tips section
which includes helpful advice on staging the play and
performing it with larger groups. There are ideas too for
themed make-and-do Gruffalo activities, as well as stage
make-up for Gruffalo and Mouse! And of course no
production of The Gruffalo Play would be complete
without the lyrics and music for beloved Gruffalo Song.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Playscripts (Children's / Teenage)

9781447243090

$9.99

Princess Pop Stars Sticker Book: Star Paws
Macmillan Children's Books
What could possibly be better than being a princess?
Being an all-singing, all-dancing popstar princess! In this
brilliant animal sticker book series, you have hundreds of
pop star sticker outfits to choose from - and the pinker, the
frillier and sillier the better! Help these animals get the
right look with a stylish new hairdo, a twinkly tiara and
jewels galore, then dress them up for photo shoots,
concerts and glamorous after-parties. Being a princess
has never been so much fun! THE STICKER BOOK
SERIES THE WORLD HAS BEEN WAITING FOR! NB:
No animals were harmed during the making of this brilliant
book. But there were some tantrums.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781447243427

$9.99

What could be better than an adorable animal? An
adorable animal in an outfit, of course! In this brilliant
animal sticker book series, you get to choose from
hundreds of sticker outfits and the sillier the better! It's
holiday time, so get ready to travel the world with a whole
host of kittens, puppies, rabbits and guinea pigs. Stick sun
hats on pale pooches, jazz up passport photos, decorate
ice creams and select some truly snazzy holiday
swimwear. Be it camping or glamping, hiking or just lazing
by the pool, these animals need your help to get them in
the holiday mood! THE STICKER BOOK SERIES THE
WORLD HAS BEEN WAITING FOR! NB: No animals were
harmed during the making of this brilliant book

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781447243410

$9.99

Zoid: Scavenger 1
Paul Stewart
A spaceship the size of a city drifts through space on its
century-long journey to find a new Earth. When it launched
it was populated by thousands of hopeful passengers and
the most technologically advanced Zoids in the world,
ready to serve the crew's every need. But that was then,
and this is now. The Zoids rebelled against their masters,
wiping out most of the crew in one bloody uprising. Now
the few remaining humans are hunted by the Zoids like
vermin. Fourteen-year-old York is a Scavenger - he hunts
Zoids and kills them by any means he can, bringing back
their parts to mend the technology on which the few
remaining humans rely. York has always battled to
survive, but now the fate of his people is in his hands . . .

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447231486

$12.99

Bumper Blobheads
Paul Stewart
ARE THERE BLOBHEADS IN YOUR TOILET? Billy Barnes has found Blobheads in his
bathroom. Blobheads are weird purple aliens from the planet Blob. They arrived in Billy's
toilet through an alpha-gamma space-time wormhole. And they're on a very important
mission. Kerek and Zerek are highly intelligent intergalactic beings. Their companion Derek
is . . . um . . . an intergalactic being. They're trying to find the Most High Emperor of the
universe. And they think they're going to discover him in Billy's bathroom . . .

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Science fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44725496 6

$9.99

Bodies: The Whole Blood-Pumping Story
Glenn Murphy
What happens in your head during a headache? What are toes for? Why are some farts
eggier than others? Glenn Murphy, author of Why is Snot Green?, answers these and a
lot of other brilliant questions in this funny and informative book. Packed with doodles and
information about all sorts of incredible things, from scabs, cells and broken bones to
brainpower, bacteria and deadly diseases, this book contains absolutely no boring bits!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Science & technology: general interest (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472545 91

$12.99

Aunt Amelia

Animal Music

Rebecca Cobb

Julia Donaldson

When Mum and Dad go away for the night, Aunt Amelia comes to look after one very cross
little girl and boy. They do NOT want to be looked after and, even worse, Mum has left a
list of boring instructions. But Aunt Amelia turns out to be rather different from expected . . .
and a LOT more fun! A charmingly funny, warm and beautiful new story from the hugely
talented creator of Lunchtime. Gorgeous illustrations accompany sweet, funny, friendly
text - every child (and adult!) will wish for an aunt like Amelia!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781 44724236 9

$14.99

Rabbits Don't Lay Eggs!
Paula Metcalf
Rabbits don't belong in the farmyard. So it creates quite a stir when Rupert pops up. He
tries to make himself useful, but he can't cock-a-doodle-do like Cockerel, and when he
tries to lay an egg like Dora the duck, it's a disaster! Luckily Rupert is good at digging,
which soon leads to the most unexpected farm job of all . . . A funny farmyard caper from
the creators of Charlie Crow In The Snow. Perfect book for an Easter gift - or any time of
the year.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Books

9780 23076036 3

$19.99

Easter Egg Hunt
Shaped Board Book
It's springtime in Candyland, and Easter Bunny is off in his car on a grand egg hunt.
Children will love spotting the hidden eggs on the book pages, and pressing the sound
button every time they find one. Ideal seasonal gift.

Priddy Books • Sound Story, Noisy Books, Musical Books

9781 78341013 2

$7.99

Puzzle Bunnies: Jigsaw Nursery
David Wojtowycz
Poppy and Skip are two very busy bunnies! Follow their antics throughout the day at
nursery as they paint pictures, dance along to music and have a delicious snack. Best of
all, there's a jigsaw puzzle on every spread, making this a great book for children to play
with as well as read. With bright, bold illustrations by David Wojtowycz, a playful rhyming
text and large chunky puzzle pieces, this is an excellent first jigsaw book for toddlers - and
the perfect introduction to starting nursery or playgroup.

Campbell Books • Jigsaw Books

9781 44726101 8

$9.99

Early Starters: Can You?
Rod Campbell
Rod Campbell, the creator of Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in early learning for over
30 years and Macmillan is proud to publish Early Starters, his major new series for
toddlers. Every book in the series supports the learning and discovery of a key theme and
uses carefully selected novelty elements to encourage participation and fun. Can You? is
a touch-and-feel book which promotes active participation from your child. By looking,
touching and feeling, they will be able to copy the actions of the baby and cat. To 'Can
you?' the answer will be 'Yes, I can!'

Macmillan Children's Books • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

9781 44724312 0

$12.99

Early Starters: How Many?
Rod Campbell
Rod Campbell, the creator of Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in early learning for over
30 years and Macmillan is proud to publish Early Starters, his major new series for
toddlers. Every book in the series supports the learning and discovery of a key theme and
uses carefully selected novelty elements to encourage participation and fun. How Many?
is a first numbers book that introduces your child to counting. There are chunky, tabbed
pages to turn as they count all the way up from one to five with the help of baby animals
and a rhyming text!

Macmillan Children's Books • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

9781 44724311 3

$12.99

There's harmony in the air when the animals get together to make music and put on a
concert with a difference! Koala's playing his flute, Badger's bashing away on the drums
and Squirrel's strumming on the guitar. Even the smallest toddler will enjoy the wonderfully
silly animal antics in this book, so join in and sing and dance along - you've never been to
a gig like it! Trademark Julia Donaldson rhymes and rhythms accompanied by Nick
Sharratt's mischievous and funny illustrations make this bright and playful book a sure
winner. Perfect for reading out loud!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

978 14472109 55

$14.99

Rabbits Don't Lay Eggs!
Paula Metcalf
Rabbits don't belong in the farmyard. So it creates quite a stir when Rupert pops up. He
tries to make himself useful, but he can't cock-a-doodle-do like Cockerel, and when he
tries to lay an egg like Dora the duck, it's a disaster! Luckily Rupert is good at digging,
which soon leads to the most unexpected farm job of all . . . A funny farmyard caper from
the creators of Charlie Crow In The Snow. Perfect book for an Easter gift - or any time of
the year.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

978 02307603 70

$14.99

Puzzle Bunnies: Jigsaw Playday
David Wojtowycz
Poppy and Skip are two very busy bunnies! Follow their antics throughout the day as they
have fun playing at home, starting with a yummy breakfast and finishing with lots of games
in the garden. Best of all, there's a jigsaw puzzle on every spread, making this a great
book for children to play with as well as read. With bright, bold illustrations by David
Wojtowycz, a playful rhyming text and large chunky puzzle pieces, this is an excellent first
jigsaw book for toddlers.

Campbell Books • Jigsaw Books

978 14472610 01

$9.99

Goat Goes to Playgroup
Julia Donaldson
There's a commotion in the classroom as Goat and the other animals spend the day at
playgroup. The musical instruments and the dressing up box are lots of fun, but - oh dear! Goat gets into a muddle or two. Trademark Julia Donaldson rhymes and rhythms
accompanied by Nick Sharratt's mischievous and funny illustrations make this board book
a sure winner. Even the youngest toddler will enjoy Goat's antics! This reassuring story is
perfect reading for any child beginning, or already attending, a nursery or playschool.

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

978 14472548 43

$12.99

Early Starters: What's That?
Rod Campbell
Rod Campbell, the creator of Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in early learning for over
30 years and Macmillan is proud to publish Early Starters, his major new series for
toddlers. Every book in the series supports the learning and discovery of a key theme and
uses carefully selected novelty elements to encourage participation and fun. What's That?
is a first words book that introduces your child to the names for familiar objects and
animals at home and outdoors. There are chunky, tabbed pages to turn, a helpful rhyming
text and colour matching too!

Macmillan Children's Books • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

978 14472431 51

$12.99

Early Starters: My Day
Rod Campbell
Rod Campbell, the creator of Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in early learning for over
30 years and Macmillan is proud to publish Early Starters, his major new series for
toddlers. Every book in the series supports the learning and discovery of a key theme and
uses carefully selected novelty elements to encourage participation and fun. My Day
supports your child in learning the names of objects familiar to them from their busy day.
Each page has items to name and search for in the picture - including a teddy to find every
time!

Macmillan Children's Books • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

978 14472431 37

$12.99

Wipe-Clean Buggy Buddies: Colours
Jo Moon
This wipe-clean buggy buddy is perfect for babies on the go! The bright, appealing artwork
and simple introduction to colours will capture their attention, while the wipe-clean material
is perfect for inquisitive little hands and mouths - particularly at messy meal times! Comes
with classic buggy buddy strap to attach it to your baby's pram or high chair.

Campbell Books • HB • Baby Books

9781 44726778 2

$9.99

Sleepy Farm
Luana Rinaldo
An interactive bedtime book for the very youngest child! The gentle rhyming text and
adorable illustrations of sleepy animals are sure to make this cuddly book a bedtime
favourite. Little ones will love to say goodnight to all the touch-and-feel farmyard animals:
the cow with his furry patch, the pony with his swishy tail, the sheep with his woolly coat,
the pig with her curly tail, the chick hidden under her mother's wing and the puppy with his
flapping ears. Then, they too will be ready to join the animals in the land of Nod!

Campbell Books • Picture Books

9781 44726765 2

$14.99

Wipe-Clean Buggy Buddies: Counting
Jo Moon
This wipe-clean buggy buddy is perfect for babies on the go! The bright, appealing artwork
and simple introduction to counting will capture their attention, while the wipe-clean
material is perfect for inquisitive little hands and mouths - particularly at messy meal times!
Comes with classic buggy buddy strap to attach it to your baby's pram or high chair.

Campbell Books • HB • Baby Books

978 14472677 99

$9.99

Totally Cool Creations
Sean Kenney
Three books in one! This is the ultimate Sean Kenney collection that includes the classic
LEGO model building books: Cool Cars and Trucks, Cool Robots and Cool City. And as
an added bonus there are over twenty-one NEW instructions and model tips included. So
whether you want to build an SUV, a skyscraper, or a transformer this is the must-have
collection for all LEGO enthusiasts to let their imaginations run wild!

St Martin's Press • PB • Hobbies, quizzes & games (Children's / Teenage)

978 12500311 05

$24.99

Busy Zoo*

First Words*

Cloth Book

Touch and Feel

A first cloth book featuring high-contrast images of a bear, a penguin, a lion and other zoo
animals. Soft fleece front cover has a tactile, appliqué zebra. Packaged in a high-quality
gift box.

Priddy Books • Baby Books

9781 78341007 1

$9.99

A touch-and-feel first word board book with striking illustrations of all kinds of familiar
things for babies to look at and learn. All of the simple images have a clear text label, and
are placed on highly contrasting backgrounds. With a stimulating texture on every other
page to touch and feel.

Priddy Books • Touch & Feel Books

978 17834100 88

$7.99

City*

Farm*

Toddler Town

Toddler Town

A new series of illustrated first word and picture board books with things to look for and find
in the city. With die-cut holes to the pages, and shiny, holographic foil textures. Plus a
clever page with an acetate window which creates two new pictures when flipped over.

A new series of illustrated first word and picture board books with things to look for and find
on the farm. With die-cut holes to the pages, and shiny, holographic foil textures. Plus a
clever page with an acetate window which creates two new pictures when flipped over.

Priddy Books • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

9781 78341012 5

$6.99

Priddy Books • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

978 17834101 01

$6.99

Seaside*

Zoo*

Toddler Town

Toddler Town

A new series of illustrated first word and picture board books with things to look for and find
at the seaside. With die-cut holes to the pages, and shiny, holographic foil textures. Plus a
clever page with an acetate window which creates two new pictures when flipped over.

A new series of illustrated first word and picture board books with things to look for and find
at the zoo. With die-cut holes to the pages, and shiny, holographic foil textures. Plus a
clever page with an acetate window which creates two new pictures when flipped over.

Priddy Books • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

9781 78341009 5

$6.99

Priddy Books • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

978 17834101 18

$6.99

